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Abstract 
Fernandez Anaya, G., Preserving pole assignable systems and reachable systems in commuta- 
tive rings, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 89 (1993) 245-254. 
We establish sufficient conditions for assignability of reachable linear systems over commutative 
rings; further we preserve reachability, and some properties such as CA-a(n)-rings, FC-rings 
and CA-systems. 
1. Introduction and basic principles 
In this article we obtain a series of new results on preservation of assignability 
of poles and reachability in linear systems over commutative rings with an 
identity, which translates into sufficient conditions for these properties. This 
problem has been attacked in [13] in a ‘global’ manner, i.e., the property on the 
whole ring is preserved via a homomorphism of rings requesting topological 
conditions over the rings. Our results do not require topological conditions and 
they are ‘local’, i.e., we preserve isolated linear systems which are pole-assignable 
and reachable which allows us to give sufficient conditions for pole-assignability of 
linear systems not possessing this property. In addition we provide sufficient 
conditions to preserve CA-a(n)-rings, FC-rings, and CA-systems. 
A linear (free) system over a commutative ring R with identity can be defined 
as a pair of matrices (F, G) of size n x n and n x m respectively, with inputs in R. 
A more general class of linear systems over R consists of the projective systems 
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where F and G are homomorphisms between finitely generated projective R- 
modules. That theory is developed for commutative rings with an identity (see 
m 
Let R be a ring as mentioned above and let A, 8, C, and D be R-modules. 
Given R-homomorphisms F : A + C, G : B+ C, H : A+ D, K : B + D, we 
denote the natural maps A $ B +C,A+C@D,andA@B+C$Dby[F,G], 
(G), and ($ i), respectively. 
A linear system over R is a pair of R-homomorphisms (F, G) with G : U+ X, 
F : X+ X, where U and X are both finitely generated projective R-modules. We 
consider only the case of rings with a connected spectrum; in that case U and X 
are of constant rank. If the spectrum has a finite number of components, we 
reduce to the previous situation by working with each connected component 
separately. 
A (linear) system (F, G) with X of n range is called reachable if 
(F@FG$.. * C3 Y’G) : $” U+ X 
is a surjective homomorphism. 
A system (F, G) is called pole assignable if for any A,, . . . , A,, E R, II = rank X, 
there exists an R-homomorphism K : X + U such that the characteristic polyno- 
mial of F + GK equals (z - hi)(z - A,). . . (z - A,) and is called assignable 
coeficient if given the data above the characteristic polynomial of F + GK equals 
zn + A,P +. *. + h,z + A,. Finally, the system is said to feedback a cyclical 
vector, if there exist a vector u E R” and K as before, such that the matrix 
[Gu, (F + GK)Gu, . . . , (F + GK)“-‘Gu] 
has as determinant a unit in R. 
It is known that the reachability of (F‘, G) is a necessary condition for pole 
assignability and the systems that feedback a cyclical vector are assignable 
coefficient and the latter are pole assignable. 
A ring R is called a CA-a(n)-ring if for any reachable system over R, the 
augmented system 
is an assignable coefficient where I+, is the identity matrix. This type of 
augmentation and feedback is usually called ‘dynamic feedback’ or ‘stable feed- 
back’ (see [4]). 
Finally ring R is called a PA-ring, if any reachable system over R is pole 
assignable, is called a CA-ring, if any reachable system over R is assignable 
coefficient, and is called an FC-ring, if any reachable system over R feedback a 
cyclical vector (see 12-71). 
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2. Preservation of PA, CA and FC-systems 
Below, we present the principal results of this article: 
Theorem 2.1. Let r : R-mod+ S-mod be a covariant functor, additive, exact to 
the right, with exact right adjoint functor, such that: 
(1) Zf M is finitely generated R-module of rank one, then T(M) is a finitely 
generated S-module. 
(2) Zf P, is a projective R-module of rank one, then r(P,) z L CT3 L,, where L is 
a projective (finitely generated) S-module constant rank and L, is a projective 
S-module of rank one. 
Then, if (F, G) is a PA-system in R, (T(F), T(G)) is a PA-system in S. 
Proof. As functor r is covariant, additive, exact on the right and has an exact 
right adjoint functor, it preserves direct sums and epimorphisms by [l, Chapter 
211 and preserves finitely generated projectives by (l), hence it preserves 
reachable systems. On the other hand, by [ll, 3.31, for each PA-system (F, G) 
over R, G is of the form 
Gl 0 ( > 0 a : r?@ u,4%x, ) 
where (Y : U,+ X2 is an isomorphism between projective direct summands, of 
rank 1 in R, and preserves finite products and coproducts by [9, 40.111; hence 
r(G,) 0 W3=jo qa) 1 : r(fi) 63 w,)+ r(x) 8 r(x,) 
Now, by (2), r( U,) s U, CB U, and T(X,) g X, @ X, , where U, and X, are finitely 
generated projective modules of constant rank in S and U, and X, are finitely 
generated projective modules of rank 1 in S. By (2) and because I’(a) is an 
isomorphism, there should exist isomorphisms 
such that 
therefore 
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Now we express T(G) as 
W=(; iI) 7 where T= (aG1) i,) . 
As PI is an isomorphism between projective direct summands of rank 1 in S, 
(T(F), T(G)) is a PA-system, by [ll, 3.31. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let r : R-mod+ S-mod be a functor as in Theorem 2.1, that in 
addition is full, dense and complies with the following condition: 
Given any reachable system (F’, G’) in S, there exist at least a reachable system 
(F, G) in R, isomorphisms i and I both in S, such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
Nt G’ ,M, F’ ,Mt 
‘T I T I 
r(u)---+ T(G) r(x) T(F) r(x) 
Then, if R is a PA-ring, S is a PA-ring. 
Proof. As R is PA-ring by [ll, 3.51, every finitely generated projective module of 
constant rank in R is a direct sum of projectives of rank 1. By the previous 
theorem (Q F), r(G)) is a PA-system for each reachable system (F, G), so that 
we only have to show that (F, G) is a PA-system. 
Because functor r is full and dense and by the above condition, there exist 
S-isomorphisms i and I for each reachable system in S. On the other hand, due to 
Theorem 2.1 
with PI : U, + XI an S-isomorphism between projectives of rank 1, as r(U) r 
F(6z)CDU3@U1~NN’ and r(X)~I(X,)@X,CDX,~M’ via 
where a=r(fiz)@U,, X=I’(&)CBX,, N’GfiNNr, and M’zM@M,, with 
i, : U, + N, and 1, : XI += M, S-isomorphisms between projectives of rank 1. 
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as well as the above condition, we obtain that 
where i~‘p,l, . 1s an s-isomorphism between projectives of rank 1. Now, by [ll, 
3.31 S is a PA-ring. 0 
As a direct consequence of the theorems, we have some corollaries on CA- 
2(n - 1)-rings, FC-rings and CA-systems. 
Proposition 2.3. Let P : R-mod+ S-mod be a covariant functor, additive, exact on 
the right and such that T(R) z S. Let R be so that rank-l projectives are free. Then, 
if (F, G) is a PA-system in R, (T(F), P(G)) is a PA-system in S. 
Proof. It is clear that it sends finitely generated projective modules of constant 
rank in R to modules of the same type and the same rank in S. On the other 
hand, as projectives of rank 1 are free and T(R) g S, it sends projectives of rank 1 
in R to projectives of rank 1 in S. Now the result follows similar to the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. Cl 
If in Proposition 2.3 we ask that r send projectives of rank 1 in R to modules of 
the same type and the same rank in S, and if we eliminate that projectives or rank 
1 are free in R and that T(R) z S, then we obtain a result similar to Proposition 
2.3. Further, this can be extended to a result similar to Theorem 2.2, requesting 
that r be dense, full and that complies with condition 2.1(2). 
We say that an R commutative ring has 1 in its stable rank, if (a,, . . . , a,,) = R 
for a, E R, there exist b,, . . . , b, E R such as a, + b,a, + * * . + bnan is a unit [2]. 
Further note that R has 1 in its stable rank if and only if for all a,, a2 E R with 
(ai, a2) = R there exists a b, E R such that a, + b,a, is a unit. 
Corollary 2.4. Let R be a PA-ring for which R projective modules of rank 1 are 
free and with 1 in its stable rank and let r : R-mod- S-mod be a functor as in 
Theorem 2.2. Then ring S is an Fe-ring. 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of [2, 3.51, [3, Section 31 and Theorem 2.2. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Let r : R-mod+ S-mod be a functor as in Theorem 2.1, with input 
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space U an R-projective module of rank 1 and with space of states X a finitely 
generated projective R-module of rank n. 
Then, if (F, G) is a reachable system in R, (Z(F), Z(G) is a PA-system in S. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.1 and [ll, 3.61. 0 
We say that a ring R has the 2-generator property if and only if any projective of 
rank 1 can be generated by 2 elements (see [4]). 
Corollary 2.6. Let Z : R-mod-+ S-mod be a functor as in Theorem 2.2. Zf R is a 
PA-ring and S has the 2generator property, then S is a CA-2(n - 1)-ring. 
Proof. It is immediate from [4, Theorem 2.31, [4, Lemma 2.31 and Theorem 
2.2. 0 
As a last corollary we offer the following: 
Corollary 2.7. Let (F, G) be a reachable system in R, a ring whose projectives of 
rank 1 are free, and let X be of rank n. Suppose that for some projective 
submodule of rank 1, U,, of U, (F, G,) 1s reachable, where G, is the restriction of 
G to CT,, and that the following diagram commutes, 
Gl _ _ u,-----+x~x 
jt 1 T I 1‘ 
QU,)- T(G1 ) r(x) T(F) r(x) 
where i is an S-isomorphism, 1 is an S-epimorphism and Z : R-mod+ S-mod is a 
functor as in Proposition 2.3. Then every reachable system (F, G), such that G 
restricted to U, is G1, is a CA-system. 
Proof. First note that Z’(U,) is a projective of rank 1, and then 0, is also, via the 
isomorphism i. Now, by Proposition 2.3, (T(F), T(G)) is a reachable system in S, 
and by the commutativity of the diagram it is clear that E(Im T(G,)) = Im G, and 
poz= loI,( 
By [7, Section 41, (F, G,) is also reachable and by [4, 2.21 it is a CA-system. 
Now, the proof is continued as in [4, Theorem 2.21 for the system (F, 6). 0 
Finally let us observe that the reachability of a system implies the observability 
of the dual system, but the converse result is not true in general only when any 
finitely generated faithful ideal from the ring contains a unit, while in the case of 
noetherian rings, the ring must be its own total quotient ring (see [S]). Further, 
the orbits under the action of the ‘feedback’ group of the systems in the first ring 
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are mapped to subsets of the corresponding orbits under the action of the same 
group, but in the second ring, this is due to the fact that the functor is additive. In 
the following section we give examples and applications of previous results. 
3. Examples and applications 
In this section we offer some examples and applications of interest in control 
theory. 
Example 3.1. Let ,P, = M@ P,, an (R, S)-bimodule, be a projective as R and S 
module, finitely generated as R-module of constant rank and P, projective of rank 
1. Then r = ,P, 63 (-) : R-mod+ S-mod fulfills the conditions of Theorem 2.1, 
because it is covariant, additive, exact and has right adjoint given by 
Hp = Horn&P,, -) : S- mod+ R-mod. Then, if (F, G) is a PA-system in R, 
(,P C?3)R F, ,P C3.R G) is a PA-system in S. 
Example 3.2. Let ,P, = M Cl3 P, as in Example 3.1 and which in addition is 
Frobenius, i.e. as (R, S)-bimodules and PR finitely generated, 
HomAP,, Ad ~Hom,Lp,~ $.d . 
Then the functor r = Horn&P,, -) : S-mod-+ R-mod is covariant, additive, 
exact and has right adjoint given by SP@, (-) : R-mod-+ S-mod and fulfills the 
conditions of Theorem 2.1 given that Horn&P,, -)‘(,Q@,(-)), i.e., are 
naturally isomorphous, where sQR = Hom,(,P,, RRR) (see [l, Chapter 211). 
Then, if (F, G) is a PA-system in S, (Hom,(,P,, F), Horn&P,, G)) is a 
PA-system in R. 
Example 3.3. Let 4 : S+ R be a homomorphism of commutative rings which 
preserves identity. Then via 4, R has the structure of a module ,R, and 
.R,GHom (R R S R, RRR) with R, and RR projectives. If further ,R is a finitely 
generated projective, then r = (RR BS (-)) : S-mod+ R-mod is a covariant func- 
tor, additive, and exact and such that r(S) z R. Now if projectives of rank 1 are 
free in S, then, if (F, G) is a PA-system in S, (RR @‘s F, RR 8’S G) is a PA-system 
in R by the Proposition 2.3. Of course, if 4 is an isomorphism RRC3S(-) is a 
functorial equivalence and (F, G) is a PA-system iff RR @,F, RR BSG) is a 
PA-system. 
Application 3.4. It is a well-known fact that polynomial rings K[x, , . . . , x,] where 
K = LQ or K = C and YE 2 2, are not PA-rings (see [12]) and further there do not 
exist sufficient and necessary conditions to know when a system (F, G) in these 
rings is PA, there exist only some sufficient and other necessary but limited 
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conditions (see [2-71). Now Example 3.3 provides us with sufficient new con- 
ditions for PA-systems. Let us consider the following case: 
Let @ : R[x,, x2]+-lR[xI, . . . , xn] be the ‘substitution’ homomorphism given by 
xi+ P,(x,, . . . , x,)andx,-+P,(x, ,..., x,),whereP,,P,~lRB[x, ,..., x,]and 
n 2 3. As finitely generated projective modules, in these rings, are free. Then 
F = [w[x,, . . . , xn] @RIX,,XZ, (-) : R[x,, x,]-mod--t @[xi, . . . , x,]-mod 
is a functor as in Example 3.3 and preserves PA-systems. The system 
is a PA-system (in fact, a CA-system, see [4]). Now via functor Finduced by 4 for 
appropriate bases, 
is a PA-system for any pair of polynomials P, and P2 in R[x,, . . . , x,]. 
Application 3.5. It is also a well-known fact that R[x] and C[x] are PA-rings, 
because they are principal ideal domains. Now let us consider homomorphisms 
+:K[x]-+K[x, ,..., xn] and $:K[x, ,..., xn]-+K[xl ,..., xr] where K=R 
or C, given by 4(x) = P,(x,, . . . , x,) E K[x,, . . . , x,], t,b(P(x,, . . . , xn)) = 
P(x,, . . . , x,, tr+l, . . . , t,) for all P(x,, . . . , xn) E K[x,, . . . , xn] with P, fixed 
(r< n) and tr+l,. . . , t E K fixed. Then via the functors 
I’= K[x,, . . . 3 %I @ k[q ,..., x,, (-) and 
O= K[x,, . . . > x,1@ k[Xl.....X”l (-) 
we have: 
(1) If (F, G) is a reachable system in K[x], then (r(F), T(G)) is a PA-system 
in K[x,, . . . , x,J. 
(2) If (@(A), e(B)) is not a PA-system in K[x,, . . . , x,] for some ‘evaluation’ 
t r+l, . . . 1 t, E K, then (A, B) is not a PA-system in K[x,, . . . , xn]. 
Application 3.6. As a last application we can consider the ‘localization’ functor 
S-i : R-mod-, S-‘R-mod; this, as is well-known, is covariant, additive and exact. 
Further, S-‘(R) = S-‘R. Then, if R is such that projectives of rank 1 are free, 
and if (F, G) is a PA-system in R, (S-‘F, S-‘G) is a PA-system in S. This fact is 
of interest in control theory; for example in [lo] some multiplicatively closed 
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subsets in [w[x,, . . . , xn] are of interest upon association with the stability of 
systems. 
On the other hand, the reachability of (S-‘F, S-‘G) is known as asycon- 
trolability (see [lo]) and plays an important part in systems regulation. In this case 
furthermore, as S-‘(L, fl L,) = S-‘L, n for R-modules 
have if f : L -+ G is a homomorphism of R-modules, then 
S-‘(Ker f) = Ker(S-'f) , 
so that if (F, H) is an observable system, (K’F, S-‘H) is an observable system, 
where observability e ( n :l,r Ker HF’) = (0). 
On the other hand, if a system (F, G, H) is reachable and observable in R, 
then it is reachable and observable in S-‘R; the latter is equivalent to being 
asycontrolable in R and observable in S- ‘R. 
4. Conclusions 
Due to results of [ll], in which PA-rings are characterized as rings that have the 
GCS property and vice versa, we could preserve that property in a categorical 
manner and as a consequence we could obtain a series of results over PA-systems, 
FC-systems, CA-systems and another types of systems. On the other hand, our 
basic results do not require topological premises as in [13], they only require 
algebraic premises. Finally, we gave various examples and applications of interest 
in some aspects of control theory. 
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